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27.    This   leads   to   a   simplified   reduction   of   the   forces P!, P2, &c.    Let us take the base of reference 0 at any point of the central plane, and the principal diameters of the central cylinder as axes of coordinates.    The moment of that principal couple whose astatic axis is along the infinite axis of the cylinder is measured by the reciprocal of that axis, and is therefore zero. Thus all the forces have been reduced to two couples (instead of three) and a force R.    The astatic arms of the couples lie in the central plane and the forces of one couple are perpendicular to those of the other.
28.   The Central Point.   It has been proved in Art. 9 that a system of forces may be reduced to a principal force R at the base of reference and three couples having their arms directed along any three straight lines at right angles.    Let us now enquire if a base 0' can be found such that each of the forces of the couples is perpendicular to the principal force.
If one system of axes 0' 'A, O'B, O'C at any base 0' possess this property, then every system of axes at that base will also possess the same property. To prove this, let O'A', O'B', 0'Gr be any other such system of axes. To deduce the forces at A', B', 0' from those at A, B, C, we resolve the arms OA, OB, OG in the directions 0-4', OB'., 00' and transfer the forces parallel to themselves, see Art. 6. Since each of the forces at A, B, 0 is perpendicular to the force R} it follows that the forces at A', B', 0\ which are compounded of these, are also perpendicular to R.
Let Ox, Oyt Oz be any given rectangular axes, and let p, g, r be the coordinates of 0'. Through Of draw a system of axes O'x ' > O'y', OY parallel to Ox, Oy, Oz. Then, by what has just been proved, the couples corresponding to these axes must have their forces perpendicular to R. If the nine corresponding elementary couples are Xx' &c., the conditions of perpendicularity are
X»XX' + ¥»¥„' + 2^ = 0,
and two similar equations obtained by writing y and z for so in the suffixes.    Substituting for Xz', &c. their values given in Art. 23,
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